IndyBar�Review:�Delivering�the�Power�to�Pass.
When the time comes to take the Bar Exam,
only one word matters: PASS.
IndyBar Review’s comprehensive program primes students for success, delivering the
practice, expertise, substance and attention necessary to pass the Indiana Bar Exam. No
other bar review program is as singularly focused and committed to guiding students
through the rigors of bar exam preparation with the specific goal of success on the
Indiana Bar Exam.

THE�INDYBAR�REVIEW�ADVANTAGE
Substance
>>

>>

TRUST�OUR�EXPERTISE

>>
>>

You are entering a crucial point in the path to becoming an Indiana lawyer. Why trust
anyone other than IndyBar Review with this fundamental step in your professional career?
Because the IndyBar delivers:

>>

Real world information on commonly tested areas of the exam
Examples of actual test questions from previous Indiana Bar Exams
Faculty includes several prior Board of Law Examiner members,
resulting in feedback and insight you can trust
>> A singular, concentrated focus on the Indiana Bar Exam
>> Highly esteemed lecturers who actually practice in the subject
areas that they teach
>>
>>
>>

My IndyBar has been an outstanding, cost-effective
source for enhancing my law school education.

Why IndyBar Review? I chose to take IndyBar Review

because I wanted an approach tailored to the Indiana Bar
Exam. I enjoyed learning from active Indianapolis attorneys who
were lecturing in their practice areas. Throughout my career in
law, I now have a trusted source for all my continuing legal
education needs.
—Graham T. Youngs, Office of the Indiana Attorney General

ANATOMY�OF�THE�INDIANA�BAR�EXAM

Full outlines and lecturer
presentations for all substantive
areas of the exam
Strategies, tactics and tips for
the MBE, MPT and Indiana Essay
Study aids and take home tests
Mnemonics and “exceptions to
the exceptions”
Free MPRE review session
and materials

50%

Expertise
Highly esteemed lecturers who
practice in their subject area
>> A singular, concentrated focus on
the Indiana Bar Exam
>> Faculty includes several prior Board
of Law Examiner members, resulting
in feedback and insight you can trust
>> Logical break down of material
and prior exams using real world
application

20%

MBE

MPT

30%

INDIANA
ESSAY

>>

INDYBAR�REVIEW:
It’s ALL about YOU
IndyBar Review students are far more than a name on a roster. Personalized, focused attention
is provided to every student, resulting in a completely customized experience based on
individual wants and needs.
Lecturers make themselves available for questions and concerns far beyond their lecture date,
attorneys grade and provide feedback on practice questions and exams, and IndyBar staff is
prepared to assist with any unforeseen issues that may arise during this important time.
INDYBAR�REVIEW�COURSE�FEES:
Prices below reflect a $200 membership discount applicable
if course is purchased six months prior to the start date.
IndyBar Review with Plus Bar Review Membership:
Live/Video Replay: $1,895
Home Study: $2,245

Starting with the February 2018 exam, the topics covered on the Indiana Essay portion will change.

DID�YOU�KNOW: IndyBar Review is on top of it! We’re working ahead of the curve to add lectures and study aids to give you the power to pass.

When the time comes to take the
Bar Exam, only one word matters: PASS.

The MBE

The MPT

Indiana Essay

Divided into morning and
afternoon sessions, the 200
question Multistate Bar
Exam (MBE) tests the taker’s
ability to apply legal
principles and reasoning to
analyze fact patterns.

The Multistate Performance
Test (MPT) features two
90-minute questions
designed to gauge the
taker’s ability to use
fundamental lawyering
skills in realistic situations.

Focusing on laws and legal
procedures specifically
applicable in Indiana, the
Indiana Essay portion
consists of six questions
answered over a four hour
period.

INDYBAR�REVIEW�DELIVERS

2,452

MOCK�TESTING

in the same location as the Indiana Bar Exam.

total practice
questions

PLUS - a complete catalog of all prior essay
questions since 2002, including sample answers!

1,288
customizable online
question bank for
MBE practice

8
mock MPT
examinations

6

PERSONAL�FEEDBACK

in one-on-one and group workshops with practicing attorneys.

mock Indiana
Essays

COMPREHENSIVE�MATERIALS

3
mock MBE
examinations

featuring full outlines and lecturer presentations.

MPRE�REVIEW

offered at no cost to IndyBar Review students.

90

% IndyBar Review Pass Rate*
*Overall Pass Rate for First Time Takers
Who Attended All Live Sessions in Summer 2015

